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Release Notes

Issue # Category Found In
Release

Module Title Release Note

238741 Product Bug 6.5.1.5 API & CLI The API insert request did not create repeating row
records

This problem was introduced into version 6.5.1.5 and only
affected customers who used the setting
ENFORCE_UNIQUE_RELEASES = YES.  This is an
unusual setting, and therefore most installations were not
affected with the problem.  This has been fixed in 6.5.1.8.

238816 Product Bug 6.5.1.3 API & CLI If <br> characters were appended to text field when it
already had a CR/LF at the end, caused problems with
the API not being able to process the field

If a text field had a CR/LF at the end, it was translated in
the API to <br>.  This became a problem as the string is
escaped when displayed.  This affected Perforce
integration users, as Perforce sometimes (not always)
puts a CR/LF at the end of text fields.  This has been
fixed.

238368 Product Bug 6.5.1.5 Add & Edit Ajax error upon a refresh rule being executed and an
error observed in log file

The source of this problem was traced to a refresh rule on
a field with a display type of popup.  The field was also
set with the ability to use the type-ahead functionality.
When a value was selected from the type-ahead list, an
error was observed on the screen, and there was an error
in the application log.  This was fixed.

238779 Product Bug 6.5.1.7 General code
issues

LDAP errors were observed at the startup of the
aplication server

Not every potential LDAP field that could be mapped was
in the default Configuration.properties file.  The remaining
fields have been added as comments, and the original
error messages have been recoded to be warning
messages only.

238810 Product Bug 6.5.1.5 Rules Engine A Link directive rule defined in the global area was not
inherited by rules in any other business area

The consequence of this was that business areas would
report an error upon execution of the rule that could not
be found.  A worksaround was to place the rule in each
business area that required its use.  This was repaired.

238826 Product Bug 6.5.1.7 Search / Report Multi-valued list fields did not retain their sort on reports This was a minor bug that was fixed.
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